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I. The polnts of intersection of tangents drawn from the imaginary crcular
at infinity to an algebraic curve of the -th class are called the Foci of
the algebraic curves. As is known there are
focL Now we determine the
locus of loci of algebra|c curves in the pencil of algebraic curves of the -th
class, and make the extenfion of it in spe.
Let us prove the dual theorem.
Theorem 1. Supposing the points P, to be intersections of variable algebraic curve in the pencil of algebra[c curves of the. n-th order with tim two given
straight lines g, h, the straight, line FO e;/elops an algebraic curve of the
(2n--1)-th class, which has the straight lin g, h as (n-1)-ple tangents.
Proof. In proving the above theorem, let us tmsume the equation of the

pons

.

pencil of algebraic curves of the n-th order to be

X

A,x*ySz=O,

and the straight lines g, h

g;

z::O,
h;
y=O,
then the coordinates of the point P (x,, y., O) are given by
Aoxy :0,
and the coordinates of the point Q (x/, O, z/) are given by

X
Aox: O.
+k=
Let us us line coordinates u, v, w of the line F, then we have
ux, +vy, =0,

x,+w

=0.

ltence

Z
Eilminating

Ao(-1)*v*u=O,

Z Ao,.(-- 1)*w*u O.
;,, from both equations, we

get
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=0.

In

(A)

this expression, the coefficient of the term uU is

a,.00(-- 1)"r"
a,0(--1)"w"

b,m(-- 1)"v"
_=0,
b.00(-- 1)"w"

hence the expreion in the left hand side of (A) is divisible by u. That is, (A)
is an equation of an algebraic curve of the (2n--1)-th cl.
Fthermore (A) is of the n-th de.;ree with pect to n, so that the line
u:O, w=O or y=0 is the .-l-ple tangent of (A). And the same is true for
w,
} has al z=0 as (.--l)-pl tangent.
3. Now we examine the locus o R, which is the inteection of two lines
FQ, P# taken two sitions of the line
Threm 2. T loczs
of e poinl R is the algebraic curne of
(n-l)-th order which has th intrstio, of two straight lis g, Iz as a
(n-1)-pla point.
Proof. In proving t ave theorem, let us count the interactions of
d g., that is, we count the cs where the int R comes on
In c the point R comes on the line g, there e but two conditions as
low,
(i) Q, are on g,
(ii) two P e coincident.
(i) In cam Q, e on g, the coordinates of Q must
(1, 0, 0), so
A,.00 0,

Accordir:ly, the coordinates of P is (1, 0, 0). too. That is, (.--1) intermotions of each --1 straight lines come to the interaction of #. h.
las
the intersection of &., h, as (.-1)-plc point.
(ii) For the coincidence of two

A,#y=O
must have a double root, and its diriminant is
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A,, ,_t, o 0

This is of the 2(n--1)-th degree with respect to A, that is, ith respect to x,
and so there are 2(n--l) case of coincidence of two Pc. Accordingly the number
of the intersections of and g is found to be

(n--1)’ + 2(n--1)
and

n-- l

is of the (n--l)-th orde:.
4. Dualizing the above theorem, we get the following

Theorem 3. Draw tangents from the two Points G, H to variable algebraic
curve in the pencil of algebraic curves of the n-th class, then the locus of the
inlersection of these tangents is the a.gebraic curve of the (2n-1):th order which
has G, H as n-l.Ple points. And the envelope of the straight line joining the
two points o] intersection is an algebraic curve of the (n--l)-tk class which has
the straight line GH as a (n-1)’-’-P’.e tangent.

H as the imaginary circular points at infinity, we get
Theorem 4. The locus of the fed of the algebraic curves in the Pencil of
alge)ra.’c curves of tt,’e n-th class is an (n-D-Ply circular algebraic curve of ,he
2n-l.th older, and the envelope of ttze s,:raiht line joinining the two loci is a
Taking G,

(n-1)’-ply parabolic algebraic curve of the n"-l.th class.
Taking G, H as general points at infinity, we get"
Theorem 5. Draw tan.gents parallel to two fixed directions to the algebraic
curve in the Iew.il of algebraic curves of the n-th class, then the locus of its
points of intersection is an algebraic curve of the (2n-1)-th order, and it has
2(n-1) asympto!es, of which, the n-1 asymptotes are parallel to one of two
directions the remaining asymptotes be;me paraIld to awthet. The enve’ope of
lines joining the two points of interse.’tion is a (n--1)’-’.ply parabolic curve of the
n’.’--l.th clas,’.

(8) 4
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In case n=2 we put the pencil of algebraic curves
A2oou+Ao2ov+Aoo2w2+2ALotvw+2Atotw+2Attouv=0,
then the locus of the foci is

ao
LOL 002
-y
b,o boo2
bolt boo.

(x2@y) X

/t0t a0lt

+x" 2

bi0t boll
at0l a01t

+y 2

"bY

+

bloL bolt

"-2

la,,o

I/

+

at 1o a0t

btto bolt
aL,o

ao2o

a.2oOl=o,

bto b.oo

bLo bo2o

and the envelope of the axis is

(u--v’OaLtO--uv(a.zoo--ao2o)+uwaott--vwaLot atotu+aotW+aoo2W :0.
(u’Z--v’Z)btto--uv(b.oo--bo.o)+uwbott.-vwbtot b,otu+bottv+booztO
6. In space, we can treat the same problem in a similar manner.
Theorem 6. Supposing tle points P, Q to be the toints of intersection of
an algebraic surface of the #emil of algebraic surfaces of the n-th class and
the intersecting lines g, h, the straight line t’Q envelops a plane algebraic curve
oj the (2n.-1)-th order wttich has the straight lines g, h as (n-1)-ple tangents.
Consider the section by the plane through g, h, this theorem is reduced
to Theorem 1.
Dualizing this we get
Theorem 7. Draw two tangent planes, which are perpendicular to one of
two fixed directions respectively, lo an algebraic surface in the t’encil of algebraic
surfaces o] the n-th class, their lines of intersection generate an algebraic cone
o[ the 2n-l-th order, and it has 2(n--l) asymptot’c tdanes, of which, n-1
asymptolic planes are perpendicular to one of the two directions and the remaining
asymptotic planes perpendicMar to anolher.
* In Salmon, Conic Sections, p. 275, we find the theorem as follows.
Let the four tangents to a conic be o.,, t, r, in trilinear coordinates, these must be
connected by an identical relation
a, b + or+ d =0.
Then the locus of the loci is
(

-

-j--l-

b

e

d

-h-+ -7- +-i- =o.
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7. Theorem 8. Supposing the points P, Q, R are. the intersections of an
algebraic surface in the net of algebraic surfaces of the n-th order, and the three
straight lines g, h, I meeting in the same point, the plane PR envelops an
algebraic surface of the 3n-2-th class which has the straight lines g, h, as
(n-1).ple lines.
Proof. Let us put the equation of the net of algebraic surfaces of the n-th
order as

and the straight line g, h, l
g z=O,
h;
y=O, w=O,
1;
y=O,
then the points P (xt, yt, O, 0), (xt’, O, zt’, 0), R (xt", O, O, wt") are given by
Aooox:yJ 0,
+J=

Ao=0,

Atxtw=O.
If

denote ple coordinates of the plane POR, by u, v, s,
t +ryt =0,
t +szt =0,

then we

ve

Hence

,

+$=n

Aooo(- 1)’vtu O,
Ao.o(-1)su O,
A,oot(-1)*tu =0.

Eliminating X and

t,

from these equations, we get

Cooo(-1)*vtu.
c,or.o(- lysu
C, oot(--1)’ttu

In this expression, the coefficient of the term u

is

0. (B)

(s) 6
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a,0oo(-1)"/" b,,ooo(-1)"1" c,,-,, o, o, l(-1)"-’t
Hence the expression in the left hand side of (B) is divisible by u That
is, (B) is an equation of an algebraic surface of the 3n--2-th class.
Furthermore (B) is of the n-th degree with respect to. each v, s, t, so the
urface has g, h, l as n-l-ple lines.
Dualizing we get the following"
Theorem 9. Draw three tangential planes, leren.dicular to ..one of three
fixed directions respectively, to an algebraic surface in the net of algebraie
surfaces of the n th class, the locus of their intersection is an algebraic surface
of the 3n-2-th order, and it has 3(n-1) asymptotic planes, of which, each n-1
asymptotic planes are #erPendicular to one of three.directions.
8. In the m-dimensional space, we can prove similar theorems.
Theorem 10. In the m-dimensional space, .supposing the points P, P
P,, to be the intersections of an algebraic hypersurface in the oo,,- system of
algebraic hyiersurfaces of the n-th order and m straight line g, g.,
g.,,
which meet at one point, the hy#erplane PI, P,
P,, envelops an algebraic
hypersurface of the mn (m-1)-th class which has the straight lines gt, g.,
g,, as n-l-ple lines.
Theorem 11. In the m-d.imensional space, draw m tangential hyperplanes,
which are perpendicular to one of m fixed directions respectively to an algebraic
hypersurfaces in the oo,,-x system of Mgebraic hypersurfaces of he n-th class,
then the locus of the points of intersection is an algebraic hy#ersurface of the
[mn-(m-1)]-th order, and it has m(n 1) asymptotic hy$erplanes, of which,

each n-1 asymptotic hyperplanes are $erpendicular to one

of m direetions.

